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This project developed a prototype GIS-based platform for the inventory of utilities located within the TxDOT ROW. A web-based utility installation notification system was also developed for managing utility changes. The research will enhance TxDOT e-business while ensuring quality control of the utility inventory in TxDOT ROW. The research has been successfully tested in the San Antonio District and statewide implementation is likely.

For more information contact William E. Knowles, P.E., RTI Research Engineer, (512) 467-7648 or e-mail wknowle@dot.state.texas.us.
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This research was performed in cooperation with the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) and the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). The contents of this report reflect the views of the authors, who are responsible for the facts and accuracy of the data presented herein. The contents do not necessarily reflect the official view or policies of the FHWA or TxDOT. This report does not constitute a standard, specification, or regulation, nor is it intended for construction, bidding, or permit purposes. Trade names were used solely for information and not for product endorsement. The engineer in charge was Cesar Quiroga, P.E. (Texas Registration #84274).

Utilities in the Right-of-Way

Each year, thousands of utilities are installed within the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) right-of-way (ROW). With the proliferation of utilities within its ROW, TxDOT is finding it increasingly difficult to allow more utilities and to manage its own transportation system effectively. Knowing the location and current operating status of utilities is crucial for managing the ROW and for planning and executing transportation improvements. Unfortunately, TxDOT has no system-wide capability to capture and inventory utilities or medium by which to document and display them in reference to existing and proposed transportation improvements.

What We Did . . .

The main objective of the project was to develop a prototype geographic information system (GIS)-based platform for the inventory of utilities located within the TxDOT ROW. As part of the project, we:

- compiled and reviewed existing sources of utility data at TxDOT;
- developed a GIS model to represent the location of utility facilities located within the TxDOT ROW and associated attribute data such as ownership, purpose, size, type, and other pertinent characteristics;
- developed a prototype Internet-based data entry procedure and accompanying administrative procedure to capture installation notice data;
- provided recommendations for implementing and expanding the prototype GIS platform; and
- provided recommendations for standards and minimum requirements for quality and content.

What We Found . . .

Existing Utility Data Sources

A number of processes within TxDOT deal with utilities. Most of the information comes from the installation notice (also known as utility permit) process. Unfortunately, while the amount of documentation available is quite sizable, the usability of current records—from the point of view of developing a statewide GIS-based inventory of utilities—is limited.

There is considerable variability in the amount of information and level of detail included in installation notice applications. Further, very few drawings are scaled, include coordinate system data, or reference the location of utility installations to the highway alignment. There is also considerable variability in the way individual districts manage the installation notice process and associated data. Finally, utility companies are not required to submit as-built documentation; nor are they required to notify TxDOT about changes in ownership or operational status of the facilities after they are installed in the field.

TxDOT is increasingly using the subsurface utility engineering (SUE) process to document underground utility installations within the ROW. The level of detail and quality of SUE deliverables depend on the type of surveying requested. Historically, there has been considerable variability in the way SUE data collection methods are defined and characterized. A new American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) standard will provide a uniform mechanism for documenting the data collection methodology and overall survey quality through the use of a quality level (QL) indicator. The ASCE standard does not associate horizontal positional accuracy numerical indicators with QL indicators, leaving that responsibility to project owners.

TxDOT also manages joint use agreements with utility companies. TxDOT uses a database to keep track of the joint use agreement process and keeps all associated documentation in paper folders. Unfortunately, the database is not relational or geo-referenced, and it lacks a unified identification mechanism for joint use agreements at TxDOT. These characteristics limit the scalability potential of the current database and the feasibility to integrate that database with other utility data sources at TxDOT.

Many utility companies use automated mapping/facility management (AM/FM) information systems. Unfortunately, data management practices, project referencing standards, and procedures vary widely among utility companies. Further, utility companies tend to be specialized, and current utility data management systems and models offer little flexibility to document the considerable level of interaction.
among utility installations in the field. In addition, utility companies do not easily share electronic data with outsiders and typically do not guarantee the accuracy of the data they provide.

In summary, current procedures make utility data sources at TxDOT incompatible with each other and unsuitable for the development of a robust GIS-based inventory of utilities. Existing utility data sources could be used to support inventory of individual features and feature users, but substantial modifications to current data collection procedures would be required.

Prototype Utility Inventory Model

Current AM/FM technology is designed to address the daily operational and maintenance needs of utility companies. However, TxDOT’s needs are different. To address this issue, we developed a simplified prototype utility data inventory model (Figure 1). The model uses point and linear physical spaces that characterize the “footprint” on the ground occupied by one or more utility installations. Utility installations include engineering seal data identification and includes a number of controls and automated steps to make the review process more efficient. The prototype uses a relational database to manage all data associated with the installation notice process. The prototype uses a centralized data management architecture with distributed map and data access capabilities that enables data and file uploading and access to data using online tabular forms and maps. The system architecture includes two subsystems—a notice data management subsystem and a web mapping subsystem. The notice data management subsystem includes a utility company user interface and an administrative interface. The prototype system allows users to download and print copies of the application and approval forms, as well as supporting documentation such as special provisions and coordinate data files. The prototype installation notice form is an expanded version of a draft provided by TxDOT that would replace current forms 1023 and 1082 with a single unified form. It includes text fields that are automatically populated using data from individual installation notice applications.

Completing the online installation notice application, assuming all supporting documentation is ready, takes anywhere from five to fifteen minutes. Once submitted, there is a permanent database record of the application, and the associated data are automatically available to TxDOT officials. No paperwork is generated—everything is digital throughout the review process, including the installation notice application and corresponding approval form. For optimal performance, the prototype system assumes users are connected to the Internet using a high-speed connection, particularly uploading files, and/or displaying utility maps. For other operations such as reviewing the status of pending applications and printing forms, a slower dial-up connection is adequate.

The system uses a disaggregated “shopping cart” approach to document individual proposed actions in the field. This approach may be used to support utility companies that do not have strong computer-aided design (CAD) or GIS capabilities, but it might prove to be burdensome for utility companies that do have those capabilities in place. These companies might prefer to prepare all files offline, making sure they comply with the utility inventory model described before, and then use the interface to upload those files in a single operation. The prototype would need to be modified to support this process. The database would also need to be modified to support the display of uploaded CAD or GIS files on the utility map—currently the prototype supports the display of uploaded coordinate data files. Two more areas for potential improvement include engineering seal data identification and text fields to document the positional accuracy and QL of the data uploaded as part of the installation notice process.

The Researchers Recommend . . .

General Recommendations

• Select a pilot district to test the Internet-based installation notice system. The pilot effort would need to be deployed in phases to ensure a smooth transition from the current process. Parallel to those developments, TxDOT should have the capacity to evaluate changes to the current utility accommodation policy to ensure its compatibility with the prototype installation notice system.
• Develop a database schema and associated data collection procedures for other utility-related processes within TxDOT, in particular joint use agreements. The database and data entry interface development process would take into consideration aspects that uniquely pertain to the joint use agreement process.
• Explore additional e-government and web-based strategies within TxDOT, particularly situations that require little face-to-face contact with customers and are spatially distributed and asynchronous.
• Develop and deliver application-specific GIS training modules to TxDOT users. At the end data user level, training should focus on the use of GIS tools to derive data to support engineering and planning workflows. At the GIS development level, training should be more in-depth.

Recommendations for Standards and Minimum Requirements

• Require utility-related data submitted to TxDOT to comply with the TxDOT utility inventory model. To ensure that users are familiar with the spatial and database architecture of the utility inventory model, TxDOT should post a copy of the model, including data samples, on the TxDOT web site.
• Require utility-related drawings and data submitted to TxDOT to be signed and sealed by a registered professional engineer.
• Require all positional data associated with existing and new installations to include a horizontal positional accuracy indicator, a vertical positional accuracy indicator, and a QL indicator. Horizontal and vertical positional accuracy indicators should be consistent with current TxDOT specifications.
• Require positional data to be submitted in ARC/GIS-compatible format and to include appropriate coordinate system and projection data.
Prototype Utility Data Inventory Model

The model assumes the X, Y coordinates associated with a feature are determined independently of any highway base map. However, the model contains data fields to linearly reference the location of utility features along highway routes. Each feature has horizontal and vertical positional accuracy numerical indicators as well as a QL indicator that follows the new ASCE standard described previously. The model assumes feature location data fields are handled using utility data mapping. QL changes are also tracked using feature tables in the database. The database model uses a three-table architecture for both point and linear features to keep track of feature events and feature user events. In addition, the database uses lookup tables to provide a higher level of characterization to individual proposed actions in the field. This “shopping cart” approach to document workflows such as reviewing the status of pending applications and printing forms, a slower dial-up connection is adequate.

The system uses a disjointed "shopping cart" approach to document multiple proposed actions in the field. The approach may need to be supported to utility companies that do not have strong computer-aided design (CAD) or GIS capabilities, but it might prove to be burdensome for utility companies that do have those capabilities in place. These companies might prefer to prepare all files offline, making sure they comply with the utility inventory model described before, and then use the interface to upload those files in a single operation. The prototype would need to be modified to support this process. The prototype would also need to be modified to support the display of uploaded CAD or GIS files on the utility map—currently the prototype supports the display of uploaded coordinate data files. Two more areas for potential improvement include engineering seal data identification and text fields to document the positional accuracy and QL of the data uploaded as part of the installation notice process.
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- Require all positional data to be submitted to TxDOT that would replace current forms used (mapping). Finer accuracy would be possible by using an internet-based receiver.
- Select a pilot district to test the Internet-based installation notice system. The pilot effort would need to be deployed in phases to ensure a smooth transition from the current process.
- Parallel to those developments, TxDOT would have to evaluate possible changes to the current utility accommodation policy to ensure its compatibility with the prototype installation notice system.
- Develop a database schema and associated data collection procedures for other utility-related processes within TxDOT, in particular joint use agreements. The database and data entry interface development process would take into consideration aspects that uniquely pertain to the joint use agreement process.
- Explore additional e-government and web-based strategies within TxDOT, particularly in situations that require little face-to-face contact with customers and are spatially distributed and asynchronous.
- Develop and deliver application-specific GIS training modules to TxDOT users. At the end data user level, training should focus on the use of GIS tools to derive data to support engineering and planning requirements for which the GIS development level, training should be more in-depth.

Recommendations for Standards and Minimum Requirements

- Require utility-related data submitted to TxDOT to comply with the TxDOT utility inventory model. To ensure that users have the spatially and digital database architecture of the utility inventory model, TxDOT should post a copy of the model, including data samples, on the TxDOT web site.
- Require utility-related drawings and data submitted to TxDOT to be signed and sealed by a registered professional engineer.
- Require all positional data associated with existing installation notices, including horizontal positional accuracy indicator, a vertical positional accuracy indicator, and a QL indicator. Horizontal and vertical positional accuracy indicators should be consistent with current TxDOT specifications.
- Require positional data to be submitted in ArcGIS-compatible format and to include appropriate coordinate system and projection data.

Figure 1. Prototype Utility Data Inventory Model
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Utilities in the Right-of-Way Inventory and Data Management

Each year, thousands of utilities are installed within the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) right-of-way (ROW). With the proliferation of utilities within its ROW, TxDOT is finding it increasingly difficult to allow more utilities and to manage its own transportation system effectively. Knowing the location and current operating status of utilities is crucial for managing the ROW and for planning and executing transportation improvements.

Unfortunately, TxDOT has no system-wide capability to capture and inventory utilities or medium by which to document and display them in reference to existing and proposed transportation improvements.

What We Did . . .

The main objective of the project was to develop a prototype geographic information system (GIS)-based platform for the inventory of utilities located within the TxDOT ROW. As part of the project, we:

• compiled and reviewed existing sources of utility data at TxDOT;
• developed a GIS model to represent the location of utility facilities located within the TxDOT ROW and associated attribute data such as ownership, purpose, size, type, and other pertinent characteristics;
• developed a prototype Internet-based data entry procedure and accompanying administrative procedure to capture installation notice data;
• provided recommendations for implementing and expanding the prototype GIS platform; and
• provided recommendations for standards and minimum requirements for quality and content.

What We Found . . .

Existing Utility Data Sources

A number of processes within TxDOT deal with utilities. Most of the information comes from the installation notice (also known as utility permit) process. Unfortunately, while the amount of documentation available is quite sizable, the usability of current records—from the point of view of developing a statewide GIS-based inventory of utilities—is limited.

There is considerable variability in the amount of information and level of detail included in installation notice applications. Further, very few drawings are scaled, include coordinate system data, or reference the location of utility installations to the highway alignment. There is also considerable variability in the way individual districts manage the installation notice process and associated data. Finally, utility companies are not required to submit as-built documentation, nor are they required to notify TxDOT about changes in ownership or operational status of the facilities after they are installed in the field.

TxDOT is increasingly using the subsurface utility engineering (SUE) process to document underground utility installations within the ROW. The level of detail and quality of SUE deliverables depend on the type of surveying requested. Historically, there has been considerable variability in the way SUE data collection methods are defined and characterized. A new American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) standard will provide a uniform mechanism for documenting the data collection methodology and overall survey quality through the use of quality level (QL) indicators. The ASCE standard does not associate horizontal positional accuracy numerical indicators with QL indicators, leaving that responsibility to project owners.

TxDOT also manages joint use agreements with utility companies. TxDOT uses a database to keep track of the joint use agreement process and keeps all associated documentation in paper folders. Unfortunately, the database is not relational or geo-referenced, and it lacks a unified identification mechanism for joint use agreements at TxDOT. These characteristics limit the scalability potential of the current database and the feasibility to integrate that database with other utility data sources at TxDOT.

Many utility companies use automated mapping/facility management (AM/FM) information systems. Unfortunately, data management practices, geo-referencing standards, and procedures vary widely among utility companies. Further, utility companies tend to be specialized, and current utility data management systems and models offer little flexibility to document the considerable level of interaction.